
Woodmead: 5km Route
Ascent: 324 ft | Descent: 334ft 
Terrain: Mixed
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Woodmead: 5km Route
Ascent: 324 ft | Descent: 334ft 
Terrain: Mixed

DIRECTIONS
1. START in front of the Clubhouse
 Go towards the field
2. LEFT before the field onto the path between the Mashie and the field
3. RIGHT onto the field
4. Keep RIGHT on the field and GO around the field (anti clockwise)
5. RIGHT off the field and onto the path past the Golf Data workshop (the workshop will be
 on your right and the Mashie on your left)
6. RIGHT onto the road and GO past the Golf Data workshop entrance
7. RIGHT onto the dirt path
8. RIGHT onto the road
9. RIGHT at the T-junction
10. LEFT at the end of the road onto the dirt path
 DO NOT go down the brick path onto Rocklands
 Keep on the dirt path (the pool will be on your left)
11. RIGHT off the main path onto a small single-track path
12. RIGHT at T-junction back onto the main path
13. LEFT at T-junction onto the brick path
14. RIGHT at intersection onto the grey brick path
15. GO over the road and LEFT onto dirt path
 The perimeter wall will be on your right
16. RIGHT at T-junction onto the road
17. LEFT at intersection/stop sign
18. RIGHT at the bottom of the road onto the brick path
19. LEFT at intersection
 BE CAREFUL of golfers teeing off on the Woodmead 2nd tee to your left
20. LEFT at T-junction
21. The driving range will be on your left
 BE CAREFUL of golf balls
22. Slight LEFT up the path towards the Clubhouse
23. FINISH in front of the Clubhouse


